MANUAL
PHOTO MEASUREMENT
STATIC HAND/WRIST SPLINT (SHS)
Photo measurement for the Static Hand/wrist Splint (SHS)

Focus points by the preparation of the photo measurement

A. Help the spastic hand to relax.

B. Place the hand on the size board. The Velcro straps keeping the hand in its place.

C. Place the pin on the thumb side of the hand.

D. Place a marker at the radial styloid process.

E. Place a marker at the ulna styloid process on the wrist.

F. Finally mark the elbow pit.
Focus points when taking the photo

G. The photos can be taken when all three the markers are placed on the arm.

H. Take a photo on 1 meter distance, from right above the arm. Make sure all markers are visible.

I. Take the second photo on 1 meter distance of the medial side of the arm. Make sure all markers are visible, and the pin in the size board.